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Can a no-strings fling together with her sexy, laid-back neighbor take a workaholic accountant's
brain off drawing close monetary ruin? confronted with wasting her home, her activity and the
soundness she's craved in view that her nomadic childhood, the very last thing Ellie Winters
wishes is an irresponsible new neighbor whose intentions are faraway from honorable. yet as
her state of affairs deteriorates, Ellie wishes a distraction. quickly she's at risk of including one
other loss to her list-her heart. Veterinarian Greg Buchanan is ultimately on his option to Africa
to meet his dream. he is bought his partnership, utilized for his visa, and while his house/dogsitting stint is thru he can wave so long to the duties that experience tied him down. yet one
evening along with his horny neighbor and Greg realizes that his difficulties have simply simply
begun.
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